Industrial
tray cleaning system
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As the world’s leading manufacturer of tray cleaners, JEROS
introduces the first automatic tray cleaner system with automatic
tray feeder, to the Baking industry.
The system has been developed
for large bakeries with a need for
cleaning and automatic oiling of
between 1000 and 10000 trays
within 24 hours.
✓ The system can be used for large
two-sided trays as well as perforated trays, (max. 60° edge) and is
specifically designed to be adaptable to the tray specifications of
each customer.
✓ The trays are cleaned and taken through the system with the
soiled side down, which means
that the trays are ready to be used
right away without any need to be
turned.
✓ The tray wagon capacity is approx. 150 trays per wagon.
✓ The system operates automatically, and only has to be manually
operated to remove the tray wagon, when it has cleaned and oiled
all of the trays in a tray wagon,
which takes about 20 min. depending on tray size.
✓ A visual indicator signals when
the unloading tray wagon is empty, and then the system stops automatically when the receiving tray
wagon is full. The full tray wagon
is then replaced by the empty tray
wagon from the feeding section

where a new wagon with dirty
trays is placed to repeat the task.
✓ Dirt from the trays drops to a
waste collection tray that is mounted on wheels, which makes emptying the tray easier. The capacity of
the waste tray is 50 liters.
✓ The trays are cleaned via the
unique brush system, which cleans
the surface and keeps the perfora-

tions dirt free on the same time.
The life span of the brushes is approx. 1 million trays.
✓ The complete system is enclosed
in an insulated and noise-reducing
environment.

®

JEROS Automatic tray cleaning systems
release expensive labour and time
for more productive tasks!

FUNCTION
The tray wagon is wheeled
into the feeding section
and the lid is closed.
DETAIL
A vacuum filter prevents crumbs
and dust from entering the vacuum pump.

A vacuum system operating with pneumatics lifts
the tray from the tray wagon using four suction pads
and feeds it into the tray
cleaner system.

The electrical control unit is
placed behind the operation
panel. This includes in the panel
box a multifunctional relay, a
vacuum stat and a pressure stat.

The trays are fed through
the unique brush system
directly into the receiving
section and from there to
the receiving tray wagon.

Dust cleaned from the trays is
dropped into a waste collection tray, which is mounted on
wheels to make cleaning easier.
The waste collection tray has a
capacity of 50 L.
Newly developed spray system
where the hygienic KEG-return
system is used, with selectable 6
pcs nozzles in a row, is spraying
oil on the plates.

When the system stops, the
tray wagon containing the
clean trays is removed and
an empty wagon can be
put into place. The system
is now able to continue
cleaning more trays.
Connection:
Electricity:...................................................3x400V + 0 + PE
Air pressure:.......................................... 8 bar clean, dry air
Consumption:
Electricity:	������������������������������������������������������������������������3 kW
Air:.........................................................max 7 liters per. sec.
Noise level:
Massive trays/max: 	����������������������������������������������������� 80db
Perforated trays/max:	������������������������������������������������ 77db

®

The completely uniform pressure and the development of
Armix nozzle causes a very cost
saving and dust-free oil layer on
the baking sheet.

Capacity:
Trays per hour :	������������������������������������������������Approx. 600
Tray wagon:.......................................................Approx. 150
Components & Materials
Brushes:.........................................Artificial nylon brushes
Ball bearing:................................................ SKF 6204-2ZNR
Vacuum pump:....................... Thomas Rietschle, 1,5kW
Air cylinders:	����������������������������������������������������������Norgreen
Pneumatic valve:	��������������������������������������������������Buschjort
Controlling:	����������������������������������������������������������Sternsdorf
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